EXCURSION

“You’ll wish you were here!”
It’s time to prepare your itinerary.
Fleetwood’s new diesel powered Excursion™ is ready to help you with your travel plans. Whether you would prefer a relaxing morning in the tropics, an exotic back-to-nature adventure, or an entertaining evening on the town. Only Fleetwood’s new Excursion gives you your choice of three distinctive interiors: Exotic Nature, Tropical Bahama, and City Scape. Each serves up a colorful blend of woods, fabrics, and window treatments that are native to their respective locales. So pack your bags and get ready as Fleetwood begins to take you on an Excursion of a lifetime.
No matter what decor you select inside, rest assured your Excursion will look equally good on the outside. Three exterior graphic designs are color coordinated to match a specific travel destination interior, including Neutral, Fern and Charcoal.

Fleetwood’s new Excursion is aerodynamic looking with front and rear fiberglass caps. Large dinette living room windows, aluminum wheels and heated remote rear view mirrors are also especially worth noting.
Exotic interiors fit for a king.

Giraffe, zebra and leopard patterned fabrics and carpeting leave little doubt where you are headed in this interior. So don your pith helmet and go on safari through Excursion’s new Exotic Nature interior.

Explore the plush wall to wall carpeting and rich walnut finished cabinetry and trim. Excursion’s Ultraleather™ upholstered furniture features specially inlaid fabric accents, residential-like legs and optional love seat with comfortable slide out foot stool (38 U only).
Excursion offers two spacious 39 foot floorplans featuring a free standing dinette with a unique round table and two wrap around upholstered chairs. Optional dinette table with four upholstered chairs is also available in Excursion’s 38 foot floorplan. To enhance your exotic dining experience, Excursion comes with a standard overhead chandelier that’s designed to enhance each interior’s decor.

The lion will sleep peacefully tonight in this beautifully appointed bedroom suite complete with cedar lined and mirrored wardrobe, swing out 20” Panasonic TV, queen sized bed, decorator wall hangings and glass enclosed shower.
Tropical Bahama adds a touch of paradise.

You can almost feel the tropical breezes gently drifting through your very own seaside getaway. Tropical Bahama, however, is a far cry from a stereotypical little grass shack. It is the “Grand Hotel” of the islands with a cozy queen size bed slide-out that opens up to your bath area with glass enclosed shower.

Deep, dark cherry finished cabinets, palatial window treatments, color coordinated bed spread and fern patterned throw pillows all set the tone for your tropical escape.
From umbrella capped fruit drinks to seafood delicacies, your Excursion galley is fully equipped to handle your very own private luau. Including a Magic Chef® cook top with optional oven, standard GE® convection microwave, Dometic® 12 cubic foot side-by-side refrigerator and convenient single lever faucet with retractable wand.

While enjoying your ocean side view through large dinette area windows, may we recommend a little steel drum background music? Your optional DVD and home theatre entertainment center, including a standard 27" Panasonic® TV, would definitely fill the bill.
Bahama
Your Excursion always begins up front in the comforts of a wrap around driver’s cockpit area featuring a heated Ultraleather™ captain’s chair and telescoping steering wheel. Heating, air conditioning, radio, wipers, cruise and energy management controls are all positioned within a convenient reaching distance.
No matter where your Excursion takes you, there’s always plenty of room for your luggage and recreational play toys in durable and easy to clean rotocast storage compartments. You’re also sure to appreciate having a fuel fill on both sides of Excursion, and easy access to its 2000-watt power inverter. All batteries on board Excursion are centrally located in a single basement compartment.
Three Elegant Ways to Define Your Excursion.

Exotic Nature

1. Walnut Finished Wood
2. Living Room Feature
3. Ultraleather™
4. 1st Living Room Coordinate
5. 2nd Living Room Coordinate
6. Suede Insert
7. Bedroom Feature and Drapery
8. 1st Bedroom Coordinate
9. 2nd Bedroom Coordinate

Tropical Bahama

1. Cherry Finished Wood
2. Living Room Feature
3. Ultraleather™
4. 1st Living Room Coordinate
5. 2nd Living Room Coordinate
6. Leather Insert
7. Bedroom Feature and Drapery
8. 1st Bedroom Coordinate
9. 2nd Bedroom Coordinate

City Scape

1. Maple Finished Wood
2. Living Room Feature
3. Ultraleather™
4. 1st Living Room Coordinate
5. 2nd Living Room Coordinate
6. Leather Insert
7. Bedroom Feature and Drapery
8. 1st Bedroom Coordinate
9. 2nd Bedroom Coordinate
LIMITED ONE-YEAR/THREE-YEAR WARRANTY

Leaving the Fleetwood RV dealership after you’ve purchased your RV doesn’t mean leaving each dealer’s commitment to your satisfaction behind. OWNERCARE, Fleetwood’s extensive warranty and service program, provides one/three year(s) of dedicated customer satisfaction. OWNERCARE stands out as one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs and includes systems and applications, construction, no deductible and no service charge. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

FULLY TRANSFERABLE

At Fleetwood RV, we’re confident in our products and don’t hesitate to stand behind them. Your newly purchased Fleetwood RV comes with one of the industry’s most comprehensive warranties, fully transferable for the first 12 months.

NATIONAL COVERAGE

Have a question about your new Fleetwood RV? We’ve got it covered. The nation’s largest trained dealer network ready, willing and able to provide you with the services you need to make every moment of owning your RV enjoyable. Over 1,100 Fleetwood dealers throughout the U.S. and Canada are available to you. With national coverage, peace of mind and complete satisfaction are just a phone call away.

IMPORTANT-PLEASE READ: Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for its customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

www.fleetwoodrv.com
Visit our website to find a dealer near you or learn more about other Fleetwood products. Or call us toll free at 1-800-444-4905
Excursion interiors are destinations all in themselves.

Fleetwood designers have made the new Excursion a showcase for creative interiors. From fabric and carpet selection to furniture design, Excursion is a classic example of why a motor home interior doesn’t have to look like a motor home interior.

Three distinctive styles make it easy for you to select an environment that’s just right for your travel adventures. And no matter which one you choose, you can’t go wrong. They’re all equally attractive. Exotic Nature, Tropical Bahama or City Scape. Your dream destination awaits you at your nearest Fleetwood dealer.
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